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SOUTHEND SORCERERS FEBRUARY 2022 NEWSLETTER 

2022 MEETINGS 
6th Mar Club Night                                                      2nd Aug Club Night 
3rd Apr Annual General Meeting                         4th Sep  Close Up Competition 
1st May Annual stage competition                         2nd Oct  Props Auction 
5th Jun             Lecture - Martin Cox                          6th Nov Lecture - Ferran Rizo 
3rd Jul  Lecture - Jon Allen                     4th Dec  Xmas Fun Night  
                              

CLUB SHOWS 
19th Mar 22             Stambridge Primary School 
w/c 22nd Aug 22 As If By Magic – Dixon Studio 

CLUB WEBSITE 
www.southendsorcerers.com 
Members’ area password - jimmy 

ONLINE NOW........ 
All our lockdown lecture series is now available in the members’ section of the website.  
https://www.southendsorcerers.com/zoom-recordings 

CONTACTS 
President - Adrian Fox     Club Shows Secretary – Richard Graham 
01702 297983 / 07711 982890    07951 441333 
adrianfox@compuserve.com               richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 

Treasurer – Tracy Wise     Secretary, Membership & Librarian – Ryan Young  
01702 597002                   07854 634592 
tracywise@hotmail.co.uk      ryangyoung@hotmail.co.uk 

mailto:adrianfox@compuserve.com
mailto:richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk
mailto:tracywise@hotmail.co.uk
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LAST MEETING – 6th FEBRUARY – LECTURE, MARK TRAVERSONI & MARK INFINITI 
Our last meeting was the lecture/dealer demo from Saturn Magic, in the shape of   
Mark Traversoni and Mark Infiniti. With a wide range of magic on show, there was 
something for everyone on offer and we were treated to a selection of great effects 
from the two Marks. 

Mark Traversoni was up first and he concentrated on the 
more traditional style of magic and props, so we saw the 

vanishing Coke bottle first - a lovely routine which is a real fooler for 
laymen. After that Mark showed us some new boxes he had created for use 
with Mental Dice - these boxes can hold a single die and turn it into a colour 
cube, or an ESP cube or even an Emoji cube. They open up all sorts of new 
possibilities for electronic dice. 

Mark combined two items for the next demonstration. His Back in Time deck is a replacement for the 
standard Omni Deck gimmick where, instead of a plastic block, the cards are turned into slices of 
printed wood. He also used his deck switcher to make swapping decks easier to accomplish. 

Next came ‘Isolated’. This is a signed Rubik’s Cube to jar routine, where the cube 
ends up inside a seemingly too small jar, even though one of the pieces on the cube 
has been signed by the spectator.  

‘Knot a Chance’ is a revisit of the old Elusive Chain routine, but this time using a 
shoelace. 

‘Forksaken’ came next - this is a take on the signed card stab plot, this time using a standard fork. 

And finally, Mark showed us his ‘Zero Gravity’ routine, a version of the old hydrostatic glass effect. 
His gimmicks use real glasses that have been careful drilled - and one of them is unusually a wine glass 
which somehow makes the effect more convincing. 

Mark Infiniti took over for the second half of the evening and he showed us a fast moving, modern act 
using several of the items that were on sale. Starting out by walking on with a nail stuck up his nose 
and removing it, he moved on to perform coin through glass using a PK ring. The coin also ended up 
vanishing - only to be produced from his nose again!  

With ‘Revelation Gum’ Mark had a card chosen and read the spectator’s mind 
explaining that he would try to create an impression of the card in the gum he’d 
been chewing. After creating an unexpected shape with the gum (!) he went on to 
chew the name of the card into the gum as well.  
 

Next a spectator was asked to write down the name 
of a celebrity. The card written on was placed into Mark’s wallet, and then 
he divined the name by reading the spectator’s mind - the celebrity chosen 
was the Queen. Just as he was revealing the name his phone rang, and by 
showing us the screen of his phone he revealed that it was the Queen who 
was calling him! This effect makes use of Mark’s ‘Magicall’ App whereby 
anyone on a huge list of celebrities can be made to call your phone.  



 
Amongst a set of several effects, the other one displayed was ‘Showcase’, a brand 
new card to phone device that cleverly lets you print a playing card from a seemingly 
ungimmicked phone.   

So we ended up with two lectures in one! Definitely a game of two halves from the 
two Marks which offered something for everyone, from the more traditional style of 
presentation, up to the more modern approach with a range of cleverly created props 
and routines. 

Saturn carry a huge range of material and you can find out more by visiting their website here: 
https://www.saturnmagic.co.uk/ 

NEXT MEETING – 6th MARCH – CLUB NIGHT 
Our next meeting is on Sunday 6th March back at the Ekco Club. This time it’ll be a club night - a 
great opportunity to get together and share ideas and routines in a social setting. Bring your latest and 
greatest effects along to share and we’ll have a super night. 

Mick Geraghty will also be popping along with what he’s calling his ‘Mystic Mick fire sale’. Having 
been through his collection he now has loads of props etc to pass on - as he says ‘it’s a deal, it’s a steal, 
it’s the sale of the century!’. It’ll be very interesting to see what Mick has on offer!  

The meeting starts at 7.30 as usual so we hope to see you there. 

NEW LECTURES 
If you take a look at the front page of the newsletter, you’ll see that we now have three lectures booked 
to take us through the rest of the year - all very different and something to look forward to. 

First up we have Martin Cox in June - he’s an hilarious performer. 
Martin has been a well-established Entertainer, Magician and 
Comedian for last 30 years and has performed extensively both in the 
UK and US. He has performed his Comedy act at the Blackpool Magic 
convention, The Magic Castle (USA) and is a regular performer at the 
Fechter’s Convention in the USA. He also has some TV performances 
under his belt which shows he is an all-round entertainer.  

Then in July, we welcome Jon Allen. Jon first became interested in magic at the age 
of nine. A hobby turned into a job when he started working for Marvin's Magic in 
Harrods and Hamley’s in London's west end. He joined the Magic Circle in 1990 
and became an Associate of The Inner Magic Circle in 1991. He has won both the 
British and American International Brotherhood of Magicians Close-up 
Competitions, and is only the second non-American to have won the US competition 
in over 70 years. Featuring largely mentalist effects and routines, Jon’s material is 
modern and very deceptive. Should be a great night! 

…and then in November it’s the turn of  Ferran Rizo. Ferran is a brilliant 
entertainer who will be touring the UK in November with a lot of great coin 
material amongst other things. Titled ‘Back to the Magic’ you can expect 
some wonderful magic routines from him. Check out what his lecture will 
contain here:  
https://www.ferranrizo.com/assets/files/Back-toMagicFerranRizo.pdf 

https://www.saturnmagic.co.uk/
https://www.ferranrizo.com/assets/files/Back-toMagicFerranRizo.pdf


  
CLUB SHOWS 
If you’d like to perform at any of our future shows, either with 
close-up magic or as a stage act, then please contact Richard 
Graham on 01268 783202. Rick will also provide details of venue 
addresses, times and directions as required. 

LAST SHOW 
26th February 2022, Wentworth School in Maldon 
Our last show was held on on 26th February at Wentworth school in Maldon – we’ve performed for 
Wentworth before so we knew it was going to be a great night and that’s exactly how it turned out! 
Huge thanks as always go to all our members who turned out to participate - but especially to Andy 
Smith who at the last minute took on the role of both stage manager and compere due to Richard 
having to isolate with Covid.  

On close up duties this time we had Alan Chapman, Alan Taylor, Dave Taylor, Chris Campos, Don 
Simpson, Doug Roden, Oliver Tabor, Matt Pax and Ollie Ward. And the stage show part of the evening 
was brilliantly performed by Alan Taylor, Dave Taylor and Oliver Tabor. 

Thanks also go as usual to our super Dream Team, Carol and Audrey, who had a brisk evening of 
merchandise sales. With a receptive audience, 50% of whom were largely well behaved children, the 
show went down a storm with the booker and I expect we’ll be receiving another invitation to return at 
some point in the future. 

NEXT SHOW BOOKINGS 

19th March 2022, Stambridge Primary School 
Our next booking is for Stambridge Primary School on 19th March. We’ve performed here before too 
and they’d like us back so please do note this one in your diary as well. 

As Rick mentioned in his recent email to all members, we’re looking for our usual complement of 10 
close uppers, 3 stage acts and compere. Of, course, we also require our Dream team and stage manager. 

If you can help out with this show at all, Rick would love to hear from you. Please drop him an email if 
you're available and willing to take part: richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk 

2022 DIXON STUDIO SHOWS – AS IF BY MAGIC - DATE CHANGE 
As you know, we’ve confirmed our August run at the Dixon Studio for 2022. 
It’ll be our tenth anniversary of staging As If By Magic and we’re hoping to 
make the show bigger and better than ever before. 

Just to remind you that the new dates for the shows are now during week 
commencing 22nd August.  

So - as before - if you would like to take part in the shows please let me 
know so that I can at least begin planning things. We now have only 6 months 
to prepare and although that sounds like we have plenty of time, the weeks 
will fly by and I have loads of work to do to make it happen. But without you, 
we obviously won’t have a show - we can only continue with your support so 

please do get in touch if you would like to be involved.  

mailto:richard@richardgraham-magic.co.uk


For stage, you ideally need two 10 minute acts – and of course our close uppers will get an opportunity 
too as we run close up magic in the theatre foyer for an hour each night before the main show starts. If 
you’d like help devising an act please ask - we can help you put something together that will work for 
you.   

Thanks for your help with this amazing project – it’s the biggest event in the club calendar so please do 
get involved if you can. 

AGM NEWS 
As you will know, this year’s AGM is due to take place at the April 
meeting. It’ll be the first AGM for a couple of years due to Covid, and the 
committee will report back on how things have progressed since the last 
AGM so there will be plenty to discuss. 

At this time, the existing committee will stand down and elections will 
take place to appoint a new committee for the year 2022/23. Any member is eligible to stand for 
election to any of the posts and a brief description of the duties for each is shown below. If you would 
like to stand for election please get in touch with Adrian and he’ll explain what’s involved in more 
detail. 

Sadly, our hard working Treasurer, Tracy Wise, has decided to stand down this year after serving on the 
committee since 2017. Tracy has been a key member of the committee and has modernised our 
accounting systems, bringing in things such as BACS payments and setting up easier systems to deal 
with venue and lecturer payments. During her tenure she has also worked behind the scenes to create 
several key documents such as child protection and other policies. Taking on primary responsibility for 
organising the annual dinners, she also wrote the brilliant 40th anniversary booklet about the history of 
the club. Tracy will be missed terribly in the role and as part of the wider committee and I’d like to 
thank her enormously for all her hard work and dedication to the club. 

Of course this means that we will need to find a new Treasurer for the coming year. If you feel that this 
is a role you could take on, please do contact Adrian to discuss it further. The committee is a 
fundamental part of the club and serving on it is truly worthwhile and rewarding. Put simply, without a 
committee the club cannot run. Please get in touch if it’s something you could help with. 

Of course the other current committee positions are open for new nominations too, and here are the 
brief details of what each presently involves. 

President: Prepares newsletter each month; produces and manages Dixon Shows; prepares agenda for 
and chairs monthly committee meetings; administers club competitions; acts as host at monthly club 
meetings.  

Secretary & Membership: Organises lectures and dealers; administers club website; arranges meeting 
schedule; prepares committee meeting minutes; administers and processes new membership 
applications and maintains membership lists; maintains the club library.  

Treasurer: Manages club finances; produces monthly electronic accounts statements; deals with 
membership subscriptions and other payments and receipts; liaises with the bank; liaises with the 
Dream Team over merchandise arrangements; arranges social events such as the annual dinner.  



Shows Secretary: Acts as the club’s shows promoter and manager; liaises with clients and members to 
organise and staff club shows.  

Plus all posts attend the monthly committee meetings, are involved in vetting prospective new 
members before they can apply for membership, and contribute generally to club events such as the 
annual Christmas fun night.      

Please let Adrian know if you’d like to discuss any of the committee posts. 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 

Rob Newson - DVDs etc for Sale 
Rob Newson has been in touch to say that he has several DVDs etc for sale at very low prices. If 
anyone is interested in any of these, feel free to contact Rob directly on 07988 860023. 



FINALLY, SOME NEW MAGIC TO CHECK OUT 
Having just got back from Blackpool, here are some of the items that were selling really well at the 
World’s largest magic convention: 

Coins                                                                          BOTTLE by Mickael Chatelain 
Bottle is the perfect coin in Bottle routine, with an elegant, stylish appearance 
and it’s so easy to do. Created by Mickaël Chatelain Bottle holds a diabolical 
secret for a powerful effect. Bottle is easy to learn, and in no time at all, you'll be 
able to present this incredible effect. What is very strong here is that not only 
will your spectators see the penetration of the coin into the bottle, but they’ll 
also hear the sound of it arriving. 

Due to be available mid March, keep an eye out for this one - and if you’d like to 
see it, Don Simpson made a point of buying one at Blackpool so do ask him if you’re interested.  

You an see it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=megGj8HclmY 

Linking Rings                                                                                                  GIR by Matthew Garrett 
GiR (or Garrett’s Impossible Rings) is a very high-quality set of 
close-up linking rings that uses a revolutionary new method, 
allowing them to be joined and (with no switch) passed out for 
examination. That’s right - there’s NO key ring with a gap. 

It is easy to do, deceptive & versatile. It can be performed 
surrounded, examined and it self-resets. In short, it's a real worker. 

The complete GiR rings set comes in a custom printed round box, which has a lined interior to protect 
the rings. Inside are a total of 6 super high quality rings: the 2 special GiR rings, as well as the 4 usual 
close up Linking Rings, with online instructions for both GiR and Linking Rings close up. 

Matthew Garrett is a leading world expert on the close-up Linking Rings and the quality of his rings is 
unrivalled as are the in depth explanation of his routines. 

The online instructions are detailed, clear and easy to follow. You will see 9 different GiR routines 
from 3 leading expert performers: Matthew Garrett, Mike Hill and Brian Hoseth; as well as receiving 
online instructions for The Linking Rings Close Up by Matthew Garrett. 

With a little practice, this will become one of your favourite routines. Have a chat with Richard or 
Adrian if you’d like to see them - they both bought a set.  

See it here: 
https://magicshop.co.uk/products/gir-ring-set-black-chrome-gimmick-and-online-instructions-by-
matthew-garrett-trick 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=megGj8HclmY
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Wallets                                                                                         PRO 4 WALLET by Pro Show Magic 
The Pro 4 Wallet offers four distinct outs, any of which can be made to seemingly 
appear in the same (identical) compartment. Add an envelope and double faced cards 
and you can quite easily increase this to eight outs. In fact, the possibilities are almost 
endless.  

Also built in to the new design is a great tunnel system that leads one compartment of 
the wallet into the opposite side. The Pro 4 Wallet comes with video link showing the 
workings and some routines/ideas possible with the wallet. 

Basically this is a double Himber wallet at a very reasonable price. The routine shown at Blackpool 
was superb. The magician shows a face down playing card in his wallet, then deals the cards face up 
until the spectator tells him to stop. The card stopped at is the exact match for the one in the wallet. 

You can see Pro 4 here: (or ask Adrian who bought one!) 
https://www.proshowmagic.co.uk/product/pro-4-wallet/ 

Cards                                                                  BEYOND D4M by Matthew Wright  
Beyond D4M is a new version of Matthew’s original D4M routine. This 
version makes the handling much easier and opens the routine up to new 
options.  

Beyond D4M is basically a torn and restored card routine. You tear the 
card up, have each piece signed and then put it back together - but sadly 
the card goes back mis-made. Two quarters are face up and two are face down. But they’re all still 
signed and you can hand the card to the spectator as an impossible souvenir.  

It’s a super effect and you get a set of 26 mis-made gimmicks along with 26 normal cards in a pack. At 
£20 it’s a steal. 

See it here: 
https://webofsecrets.store/products/beyond-d4m-d4m-pack-online-instructions 
    
General Magic                                 BLACKPOOL USB STICK by Wayne Dobson 

At the Blackpool Magic Convention Wayne Dobson made available a USB stick 
that contains a load of his material at a knock down price of just £10! Whether 
you was there or not, Wayne has decided (for a limited period) to extend the sale 
of this incredible USB Stick!  

Packed with the following: a link to videos of his performances and explanation 
PDFs to the routines featured in his Blackpool 2022 show ‘The Wayne Dobson 
Show’; posters from past shows of ‘Wayne Dobson & Friends’; and a PDF copy 

of his book Wayne Dobson 101 – 101 tricks from the fertile mind of Wayne Dobson. 

Get it before it’s too late - it’s available here: https://dtrik.com/index.php/product/usb/ 

That’s about it for this month everyone – stay safe and send any articles for next month’s 
newsletter to Adrian for publishing. 
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